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June 18, 1984 
Sally Keaton 
NABISCO INC . - TAPE 1 
BS: This is Bob Sawrey. Today I will be interviewing Dale Loy of 
Nabisco Company at the company's offices in Huntington. 
Today's date is June 18, 1984. The first question I'd like 
to ask concerns the, the birth of Nabisco and the kinds of 
products that it had at that time and why it was created? 
That type of thing. 
DL: Nabisco was created by business people in 1898, February the 
3rd, by consolidating four or five, and the names escape me 
at the moment, of different cracker companies together so that 
we could have one connnon front to go across the United States. 
This was the thing that was, people were starting to think 
about that at that time, at the turn of the century, as to 
where they were going in different businesses like ours and 
so we incorporated what was part of the old Green Biscuit 
Company and some others, and these people got together, more 
or less as you would with a Board of Directors or something, 
and decided, "hey, let's consolidate this thing." And so 
they decided upon a name, National Biscuit Company, at that 
time cause it's changed since then and, ah, ah, sit down and 
decided that they were going to manufacture and produce 
certain products at a certain price for the whole eastern 
seaboard and working toward the Mississippi River. And it 
was incorporated in New Jersey incidentally in 1898 which 
was a popular thing even today, really. Our corporation is 
still there. But that's basically what happened so that we 
could, oh, standardize crackers and cookies. At that time, 
ah, crackers come in a big barrel and if you weren't careful 
a cat was laying in the top of it in an old general store. 
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So we come out with the first box cracker, which was "Y-ou-Ueed 
,a Biscuit", and we put that in a, in a, ah, a glassine type 
thing. They didn't call it wax paper at that time, and put 
it in a small box and this was r evolutionary in 1903, I 
1.J µe<2PA 
believe, when we produced that. And we called it "Yem Need--a 
Biscuit" . In fact there's a little town here in West Virginia 
named after "You Need a Biscuit". 
BS: So that a great deal of the motivation was what we might call, 
creation of brand loyalty? 
DL: I don't think we had brand loyalty at that, at mind, in mind 
at the time. I think it was a matter of consolidation to 
get it fresh and to get it to the people and to sort of put 
a handle on the .market really . There was so many different 
people in it to, ah, ah, it was a hodge - podge business at 
that time. Everything was bulk, unsanitary, this sort of 
thing. And I think the people that started it, Green, 
Adolphus Green and some of those people, decided they wanted 
to put a handle on it really and, and produce something the 
American public would, you know, buy and then repeat buying. 
BS: And it was a success, obviously? 
DL: Oh, absolutely. Overnight success. It was unbelievable, 
really, at the time. Really. 
BS: When, then, did they first come into West Virginia or to 
Huntington? 
DL: I couldn't say when they come into West Virginia but we built 
this brance in 1938 over on 7th Avenue, was the first and 
then we expanded it three times prior to coming here. But 
prior to that time we had one in Charleston, West Virginia, 
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which was, I'm not sure about the date but I think about 1926 
that we come in to Charleston, West Virginia. One time we 
had 5 branches in West Virginia now we have 1. Still serve 
the state, however, but we serve it from outside rather than 
from within, well, just because of the labor climate to be 
frank about it. In the Charleston area. 
BS: So what you're suggesting is you have something like a 
Pittsburg operation would come down in the Norther panhandle 
that 
DL: Well we've got it in Belaire, right, yeah. But, but we have 
installations in Pittsburg. We have two branches there 
because it's a big metropolitan area. 
BS: O.K. Now when we talk about either back in the 20s or 30s or 
today, where precisely are the products, let's say bait, I 
guess that's the basic thing we're dealing with? 
DL: We got 12 bakeries accross the country. Most of them that 
we get here are from, Chicago incidentally is the biggest 
bakery of its type in the world because it makes so many 
differenty varieties. That's our biggest source of supply 
due to the fact they have so many varieties and we carry 
about 108 to 110 varieties and packs of crackers and cookies. 
Pittsburg, Atlanta, Fairlon, New Jersey where we have a big 
research laboratory to research and develop new varieties. 
And once in awhile we get something from Houston, Texas, 
occasionally from St. Louis, Missourri. But not any further 
than that due to the, due to the cost factor really because 
when we manufacture it then we put it on common carry to bring 
it to our branches. That's the only time frame, or the only 
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place in the cycle that we lose sight of our merchandise from 
the manufacturer to the brance. We do not own those trailer 
trucks. 
BS: O.K. Now, do some of your bakeries specialize? 
DL: Absolutely. St. Louis bakes two varieties, premiums and 
graham crackers, ah, Atlanta bakes all of our Nabs, little 
nickel nabs that used to be a nickel they're a dollar and 
a quarter now (laughs) and the little nabs you find in the 
vending machines because this is unique type equipment. Wk 
also carry one here in the branch that has about 6 crackers 
in a little aluminum, or a little celo package and that comes 
from Atlanta. However, they do bake some other things. That 
would not take all of their capacity as it were. So, but 
they're, they're limited there. Ah, in 
varieties which are chocolate for wintertime and fudge in 
the summertime are all baked in Chicago because it takes 
unique type equipment to do that where the chocolate is put 
on the product that's vibrated so that it's evenly distributed 
over the cookies. And you have to have the refrigerations 
and the sanitation, etcetera. So we do that in a specialized 
operation. Also, all of our pretzels are either baked in 
Chicago or up in Holland, Michigan, which we feel the water 
up there is great for pretzels. 
BS: O.K. Now by the time that Huntington gets in the Nabisco 
picture they.do have or, let's put it this way, do they have 
an extensive line beyond crackers or biscuits, whichever one 
you recall? 
DL; I would say at that time we had about 55 varieties and packs. 
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What I'm talking about varieties and packs, Ritz crackers, for 
example, come in three different varieties, or three different 
packs so that's varieties or packs. so that would be included 
in the 108, 118 that we have now. 
BS: O.K. But there would have been like Oreos, 
DL: Fifty-five or Sixties. Oreos came into the picture in 1912. 
BS: Nineteen- twelve. 
DL: They were the least of three that were brought out at that 
time but we felt that oreos would never ever be anything in 
the market place and it's the only one that survives. Nobody's 
even remembered the names of the other two and, frankly, I 
don't know the names of the other two. And incidentally oreo 
means mountain in Greek, which we originally put it on a black 
cookie and mounded it up on top of a white and that's the 
reason they designed or that's the reason they gave it the 
name oreo. 
BS: It didn't have a top cookie? 
DL: It didn't have a top cookie on it. 
BS: And oreo now is, I think you told me on the phone, the 
largest selling cookie in the world? 
DL: Ten percent of all sandwich cookies sold in the world are 
oreos. Ten percent. 
BS: Let's digress here for just a minute. 
DL: O.K. 
BS: Nabisco then .is, is international 
DL: Oh, yes, yes. 
BS: And obviously they bake overseas as well? 
DL: Yes, oh yes. WR. bring some things here, very few but a few . 
BS: O.K. 
DL: We got one in our warehouse now, Meltaways, we'll look at 
them afterwhile if you like, it's a good product, excellant. 
BS: O.K. Let's focus in here on Huntington a little bit, ah, 
one of the things that completely goes :through my mind on 
a day like today is how very, very difficult it must be 
dealing with something that is basically parishable. 
DL: .Mmm hnnn. 
BS: Ah, surely the time frame of marketing was slower in the 
20s, 30s, and 40s than it is today. How, was that a factor 
in why there might have been 5 in West Virginia once, 
brances 1 ah, why was Huntington one, ah, how did the company 
deal with that p ~rishable aspect? 
DL: We, well the parishable aspect had nothing to do with the 
amount of branches we had. We, we controlled that or 
conquered it by better packageing, really. I mean we've 
sealed them with aluminum foil and so forth cause we figure 
on keeping something in here that's been baked and arrives at 
our place here, ah, 6 weeks in a warehouse and then it should 
be good for 120 days out in the store plus we're looking at 
another 25 or 30 days that Mrs. Housewife has it in the 
dupboard that she's going to use it in her home. So, ah, you 
know, we, we're looking at six months, not a big problem with 
most of our varieties. Now those that won't hold up for six 
months we do have a tremendous sales force that watches the 
coding all the time so we keep it rotated in the stores. 
Cause probably you're not aware but we, we take all the product 
from here out to the store put a price on it and put it on the 
shelf for the retailer. That way we've got a handle on the 
code at all times and we do not believe in open coding. 
BS: I've got that down here. 
DL: O.K. 
BS: There's something I wanted to ask. 
DL: Alright, what is it? 
BS : Was if you went out like, ah, you see these people walk in 
the stores and they're obviously sales reps, (Mmm hmm) 
they're not grocery employees. 
DL: Th&t's right. 
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BS: Ah, (pause) when you first arrived in Huntington, or when 
the company did, obviously you (chuckles) weren't responsible 
for it getting here. 
DL: (Laughs) Yeah. 
BS: Ah, is it correct to assuem that at, even at that point 
delivery was by truck? 
DL: Same as it is today, exactly. 
BS: Same. 
DL: Hasn't changed a bit. 
BS: Same kind of operation. 
DL: Exactly. It's the most antiquated deliv, distribution system 
in the world and most efficient for our product. Absolutely 
antiquated. 
BS: You use a lot of step-van type operation ... 
DL: No, no, no. 
BS: or bigger truck? 
DL; No, we can see them out back. They're 900, 1200 cubic foot 
boxes on the back. 
BS: O.K. Were they 
DL: And you can see our loading operation out there too and I 
think that will bring it right into focus for you. 
BS: O.K. Were they that size then? 
DL: No. They were smaller trucks at that time because most of 
our products was in half - dozens and then we finally got 
sophisticated and made them in dozens. You sold twice as 
much, right? Rather than sell half-dozens we sell dozens. 
So the packages got larger and we have 900 and 1200 cubic 
foot trucks thats cubes as far as our product's concerned. 
That doesn't mean you can put 1200 pieces of our merchandise 
on there, which would be basically in dozens. It might 
mean that we can put 1400 on there. So the 1200 is not 
exactly the same as the amount that we put on the truck. 
However we have to, have to grade them in their size. We 
have 9s, 12s and 1600 cubic foot trucks. 
BS: Ah, what is the cycle? If you come to my store on Monday 
when would I see you again? 
DL: Wednesday. We have a day we write the order then there's 
a working day inbetween and we deliver it the next day, 
basically. Even as far away as Sunnnersville. 
BS: And then would I, now I'm assuming you take 
DL: Next wee, next week. 
BS: Another week? 
DL: Right. 
BS: And that doesn't matter whether I've got a 
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DL: No, not necessarily. Now you take an operation like B & B or 
one of the Big Bears or Kroger over in Charleston, we may 
deliver that twice a week. 
BS: Twice a week but the smaller 
DL: The only, the reason being is not, is not the £reshness it's 
the fact that they only give us so much shelf space. 
BS: O.K. 
DL: And it melts 0££ the shelf. When I say melt I mean sells 
o£f the shelf. And we have to replinish it, that's our 
responsibility. Mnnn hmm. 
BS: To get way ahead of our story 
DL: 0 .K. 
BS: Kroger £or example ... 
DL: Alright. 
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BS: ..... surely is not giving you the same kind of shelf space . - in 
my estimation when I go through the store as, maybe a 
Tradewell. They've got so many more of their own kind of brands 
or whatever that they're, they're literally pushing you people 
right out. 
DL: Absolutely. Absolutely. There's, there's a couple of real 
good things about Kroger. They're clean operators, they keep 
it fresh, and their checks don't bounce. But as far as liking 
outside, nationally advertised product I don't say they dislike 
them but it's as you said it's competetive to their own product. 
So they relegate us to the top shelf or middle where little 
Miss Five foot two with eyes 0£ blue had to get on a milk case 
just to get our merchandise. So you know we've got to have a 
powerful product and advertising behind it to sell it in Kroger. 
And yet Kroger's our biggest sell account in this market place. 
That includes Charleston and so forth. We've got 35 Kroger 
• I 
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stores and they do pay. Now they're going to change that and 
we're going to get a ribbon department, which we like to have 
all our products from the top to the bottom and they're going 
to do that for us in the future. But in the past they have 
been the type individual that wanted to sell Kroger and nothing 
else but they finally found out that that KMP product, as 
they refer to it as, and they finally found out that their 
milk and everything is just not picked up readily by the 
consumer unless you have something or the other there to 
compare it . Because our Oreo and their Terrea which is 
suppos.edly a competetive product to our oreo, their cookie 
will do the job if you get it in the home but if you got 
Oreo to compare it with, there's no comparrison, and there's 
20 cents difference in the price. But Mrs. Housewife many 
times will buy good stuff for the dog to eat but she doesn't 
care much what the children eat you see, so she'll buy the 
cheaper product. (laughs) Especially in West Virginia, they 
love dogs. 
BS: Is that an excellerating trend or has it peaked? 
DL: No 1 I'd say it's going the other way . It's peaked. And 
keep in mind another thing with Kroger, they have a union 
contract that won't permit us to put it on the shelf. They 
put it on the shelf. It's a big labor factor, those people. 
So therefore, when they put it on the shelf with their 
people, ah, this makes a big difference as to who's product 
they're putting up there, ours or theirs. But my goodness, our 
Chips. Ahoy and our Oreos sell out of those stores and, and 
they will literally put us on the bottom shelf. fhey have 
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plan-o-grams to do that with and they'll put 4 rows of oreos 
or 4 foot of oreos, I'm sorry, 4 basic feet, they'll put 4 
foot of torreros above .it and another 4 foot above it, of 
Torreros, and we'll still outsell them. So it, it's a little 
hard for them to grasp once in awhile, too, as to why that 
happens when our product is much more expensive than the 
toher one, than theirs. Same thing happens with Chips Ahoy 
and they've copied our blue bag exactly. Well, not exactly 
but as near as they can, really. 
BS: Are they the most aggresive in that regard, of the major 
chains? 
DL: No. Those that are the most aggressive we don't have in this 
area and that's Safeway, who is the biggest grocer in the 
world. And we don't have any in this area at all. 
BS: O.K. They're even 
DL: Now they give us a better break on the shelf but they are 
aggressive people. They are aggressive people, very much so. 
They have to be. When you're at the top of the mountain just 
the same as they are, or we are as far as buscuits are 
concerned, everybody's after you. 
BS: O.K. Now you've indicated that the state of Hu, West Virginia 
is still covered even though the plants are not in West 
Virginia. Does that mean that Huntington's relative, the 
geographic coverage of this branch remains fairly constant 
over the years? 
DL: Absolutely. We've taken on a little more when they closed 
Charleston. See, we had them too clsoe together. But you 
have to remember 20 years ago when that existed, well 
J.L. 
we've, it's only been 6 since we've changed it. But we didn't 
have any interstates. When you tie the interstate together I 
can afford to take one of our trucks let it run to Charleston 
and deliver that merchandise over there. Already have a 
salesman living there. Alright? Then we have our truck 
deliver, we don't believe in driver/salesman. There is no 
such thing. It's either deliveryman or sales rep. One of 
the two. Not, no, so when we send him over there we can keep 
him there over night. We can feed him a steak or whatever 
he wants. to and, and buy his breakfast in the morning. Keep 
him in any hotel he wants to stay, we usually set it up in 
advance with first class accomodations and let him continue 
on from there and deliver merchandise and save a lot of 
money over having a branch there and branch here. You've 
got an office there and an office here. Now you may have to 
add one person in the warehouse to consolidate the two but 
you only need one manager, you'll nee one operations manager. 
Then you 
BS: You still save a lot more ... 
DL: That's right. 
BS: ... then the guy 
DL: We're the, we're the dead overhead. We're the people who 
make the most money so this is the logical way to go when 
you get transportation. , The reason we kept so many branches 
in West Virginia is because we were remote as far as roads 
are concerned. Once we solved that problem, cause you can go 
from here to 77 and 99 1 you can catch all the major cities in 
West Virginia. We've got Huntington, Charleston, Parkersburg, 
/ BS: ! ______ . 
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Wheeling, and, ah, Fairmont, Morgantown, Bluefield, and, ah, 
what else? You know, the bear and deer out in the country will 
eat our product but they won't pay for it. Right? (laughs) 
You' re playing to an audience here of a million, s.even hundred 
thousand (1,700,000). You got that many in Middletown 
Cincinnati. 
YEAH. Does that factor that we're just talking about here 
would seem to suggest that the opeartion in We.st Virginia 
by definition would have to be a little less of a profitmaker. 
DL: Oh, it's a big profitmaker. 
BS: No, I mean comparitively speaking because you've got more 
transportation costs lined up in there. Obviously if you're 
in Cincinnati and you've got a market of similar size to 
this one and you're only dealing with, you know, you only got 
to go out 25 1 30 miles on a run, that's got to be cheaper. 
DL: Not when you pay more per hour. 
BS: Oh, so you've got a labor differnetial there? 
1··-
DL: \ You've got a factor. Besides, you know, we've got a labor 
contract to live with there. I don't have one here. We 
don't mistreat the people. In fact they're treated better 
because it's foolish today to mistreat good people. They're 
to hard to find. We give them their samples and whatever 
they want and keep them a nickel ahead of our competitor down 
the street who happens to be in this particular market. But 
my golly, the difference between what we pay a driver here an 
hour and what we pay in Cincinnati is a, a dollar and a 
quarter. It costs, in the summertime we stop one of my trucks, 
our trucks, not my trucks, company trucks, it costs 19 dollars 




everything in it including the driver, the truck, the depre-
ciation, the building, the whole ball of wax. That's what 
it costs to stop our truck. That's the reason we don't set 
off anything less than 20 peces. There's no way you can do 
that. Don't forget when we change that we changed the dog 
gone minimum order too. We used to sell off one nab for 
83 cents, to a Tavern. Now then when you have 20 units our 
average unit's 11 dollars. It doesn't take much to figure 
that's 210 dollars does it, hmm? Right? Two-twenty, I'm 
sorry. Two times eleven is twenty-two. 
Yeah. So what you're saying is that this branch holds its 
own in a profit picture with any of them? 
Our profit is better than most branches. Now I don't know 
exactly what happened, I have my own theory, but we sell more 
cookies, expensive cookies per rep in this market than they 
do in Cincinnati. And cookies is where the profit is. It's 
not in Ritz Crackers or premiums. These are foot in the door 
items that we have to produce "x" number of thousand dozen a 
year before we make a penny on it because these are nationally 
known varieties that get your foot in the door. 
i::, 
But we sell 
pinwheels at two-nineteen a whack. Chips Ahoy at 2 dollars 
and 19 cents. And I've been around this old company long 
enough to realize that I thought we sold Pinwheels for 49 cents 
for so long we'd sell them that for that price forever. And 
now we're selling them for two point nineteen and can't keep 
them on the shelf. Now I, I figure it's foodstamps, miners 
that don't care what it costs they want the best, cause this 
is top of the line merchandise. This is not, this is not 
something that is less expensive. We have a couple of 
varieties in that catagory but they don't sell like the 
good ones in our market. We've got a little can of snak 
meat cheese, four and a quarter ounces a dollar 70. How much 
is that a pound? Eight bucks, it's seven isn't it? They 
pay 30 cents for the can, it sells like that. Profitable. 
Strange thing, why? Now we sell a lot of saltines in this 
market in the wintertime but snaks like triscuit, wheat thin, 
bacon thin, ah, vegetable thin, not a big item with us. Not 
a big item with us. But oreos, pinwheels, hay days, rrarshmellow 
puffs, fig newtons, boy we do sell them. More per sales rep 
than Cincinnati. Keep another thing in mind that makes it 
profitable here. We don't pay as much here. Salesrnanwise 
we don't pay as much, officewise we don't pay as much. The 
only reason I make a good nickel is because I've been here so 
long and I came from that market. So they, you know, they can't 
reduce it when I came here, can they? 0.K. 
BS: Go a little bit more in, in your theory here, I, ~ I'm interested 
in if it's cultural in your mind? 
DL: Absolutely. 
BS: That West Virginians, I don't mean to downgrade your product 
but clearly, Ritz cracker with a little gob of cheese on it is 
.l.O 
better for somebody than oreo. 
DL: Absolutely. 
BS: And I'm wondering if they never, because of the lower level 
of education, or whatever, have never really learned to eat 
right and it's your blessing. 
DL: Absolutely. And food stamps. How much easier it is to 
write a check out, out of your checkbook than to hand a man 
cash. Mmm hmm, much easier. It's easier to spend those 
food stamps for a 2 dollar and 19 cent item than to cough 
up the dollars. 
BS: Yeah. 
DL: And the poorest areas 6£: our branch area, we're talking about 
up here at Pratt and we're talking down in, in Williamson, we 
sell that snak meat cheese in Williamson like there's no 
tomorrow. Now I'm assuming a lot of it goest to the mines, 
it needs no refrigeration. 
BS: Just throw it in the lunch pail. 
DL: And it has none of this gas in it that would be, harmful 
down underground. And they thro~ it in the lunchbox. Ana I 
mean it goes in the mines, there's no question about it. But 
it's a pretty good mixture here in Huntington. Of course we 
get out in the Wayne County area and we get into some poor 
areas and as you said, less educated the people. And I do 
believe that this is their luxury and when you've got a place 
that's got more unemployment than anywhere else Dad's got 
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more time to sit by the T.V. and stuff his face full of oreos. 
BS: It happens, sadly. 
DL: He is going to sit there and he is not going to sit there and 
not eat. He's going to get his unemployment compensation so 
he's going to buy what he wants to eat. (pause) 
BS: Ah, on the products do you, other than writing a letter to 
whoever your superior is, have much control of, at all, of 
what you sell? Do you have a pipeline back, say, or sales, 
our sales reps are getti..ng requests for something, can research 
do anything about it? 
DL: Oh yes, right. Now we've got brand managers in East Hanover, 
our general office, that have different catagories. One that 
graduated from Marshall not long ago, George DeWilliker, ah, 
he was in charge of premium saltines, and I've known some of 
those fellows over the years because I've been around a~long 
time. But we, they always want suggestions. We've got a 
fabulous suggestion system. But they are continually in, in 
Fairlon, New Jersey, trying new products. Products with us is 
kind of like playing new tunes on a piano. You only got 88 
keys, we only got so many formulas and you just adjust those 
to make some different taste, that's all you do. And that's 
what we've been doing for years . There's one right over there 
I think that's, see that trio package? That's not on the 
market yet. That was one that come in here from merchandising. 
I let the fellows here eat it on Friday when we had a sales 
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meeting to see, because it's up to me to decide how many to 
buy as to how many we're going to sale. That's my problem. 
They send us in the samples and, and the merchandising 
manager or brand manager up tl:"a:'e will give me the biggest 
p±l:ch you ever saw by mail or on a phone or over the twix or 
someway or send me a little gift of somekind to get me to buy 
a lot of that. Now I'm part of the company, just as he is, 
but he's got to promote his little balliwick doesn't he? 
He's got to promote his snaks because that's, that's his, ah, 
his specialty. So we're going to try and sell that and he, 
"I've got some little TV sets, there it is. Isn't that the 
slickest little thing you ever saw? I'm going to give four 
of those away, to the guys that sell the most of those." Now 
you think I'm not going to buy any to see if they can sell them? 
BS: Now is this the, ah, an internal marketing thing or are you 
doing this on your own? 
DL: No, no, this comes right out of, ah, (sound of set in background) 
you got an AM/FM radio, the whole ball of wax, 188 bucks, I got 
4 of them. I make up my own contest, give them away to the 
troops. 
BS: And yoir, you have the freedom to do what you want? 
DL: I don't even have to buy it if I don't want to. But whenever 
there's something new comes out you always want to buy it. No 
branch manager out here is dumb enough not to buy it. It might 
be a dandy, it might be a dog. But how many thousand dollar 
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sales can I get when I work on a bonus system, while it's out 
there and being tried and we've got the coupons and we got 
the newspaper behind it, we got the brand manager behind it, 
right? (set turned off here) So I'd be foolish not to buy 
it. I, I've never, I have never turned down one of our new 
products. I suppose I might get a letter from somebody but 
I doubt it. But if it doesn't make it in 6 weeks time I'll 
cancel it out. 
BS: That's what you get roughly? 
DL: Well, 
BS: I guess that's variable. 
DL: Well, yes, ah, sometimes we get, we got Better Cheddars in 
here a few years ago. They moved out right now, I ordered 
them back and this had happened everywhere else and the 
bakery said, "Hey we can't produce it. We ran out, we ran 
out." We finally got it stabilized now but what a market 
and we haven't been able to satisfy that completely on a level 
since they introduced the product. This is, this is one out 
of ten that happens like this. And that's pretty good odds, 
one out of ten. Cause we'll bring out 15, 20, 25 varieties 
a year. We're going to go on the biggest new variety kick 
that we've ever done. Come July the 9th we're going to 
introduce J5 brand new soft cookies. 
BS: Hmmrn. 
DL: We're tired of Archway and we're tired of, of Little Debbie 
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and some of these, we've had the patented process for years 
and never used it. Now we're going to bring out 15 at once. 
We have never, in my lifetime with the company 35 years, ever 
done that before. And I'm going to buy the hell out of all 
of them, cause we're going to sell them. Just think what 
that does to my sales rep when he works on 5% and that's all 
new business, it's an incrimental business. 
BS: Now will you, this branch (Yes) bear any of the cost of all 
that national exposure and (Absolutely) ad coupons? How does 
that work? 
DL: Darned if I know. It's done on an accounting basis and we 
are, we contribute to our division and our division contributes 
to East Hanover at a rate set by them. (pause) The only, I 
never know exactly how much profit we make on that package. 
The only thing I know they send it and they say, "This is a, 
ah A profit, B profit, C profit, D, E, or F profit variety•~~ 
"F" is the most we can make. That should indicate to me, if 
I'm bright at all, that we ought to sell the F merchandise. 
Right? Huh? (Yeah.) (laughing) No big deal. I doubt if 
there's one or two people in the company know how much we 
make on anything. But it has to be consted out before they 
send it out to, us. I get a cost figure maybe we got a 
special allowance on it or something that I determine on 
the troops, we let the man out here have 26 point 5, 26 point 
6 gross margin and that's the way we send it out. So we got 
L .L 
suggested retails. We do not dictate to anyone what he 
should sell our product for, after he bought it it's his 
business. Now we've got those corning out they're going to 
have a, they're going to be pre-priced 99 cents, that'll 
let the man make 26 percent. But we also got them not 
pre-priced so he can have them either way. If he'd like to 
have them pre-priced, makes it easier for our sales rep, he 
doesn't have to mark them, makes it easier for the retailer, 
he's got a nice blob on there 99 cents. Right? And he can 
put them on display especially in the corners, we don't 
service it, when they throw them up. They serve a lot of 
nickels at 12 bucks an hour. And those that don't want it 
that way will have it the other way. Seldom do we get anything 
pre-priced, very seldom do we get that because we do not dictate, 
many companies do. But I think it's part of our success over 
the years that we do not dictate to the retailer. 
BS: Archway does, don't they? 
DL: Oh, Archway does, Little Debbie, lots of people do, and then 
the thing is they let their dog gone price creep up. But they 
don't move up their retail on the outside. And all at once 
the guys a little short on profit. 
BS: (inaudible) , yeah. 
DL: We do not dictate. And any time we go out to sell or counter-
sell or have a conference with them or, or get together with 
a group like from Tradewell we always tell them, 'We do not 
dictate what you sell our product for, that's your business'. 
We'll suggest, but we do not dictate. We'll put whatever 
price on it you want. 
BS: In terms of, getting the cookie, the product, excuse me, I 
think of you folks as cookies. (laughs) 
DL: That's alright, it's right. Cookies, that's about it. 
BS: Ah, you go from here, to the sotre in a true~ (Right) those 
people are your employees? 
DL: On the truck. 
BS: On the truck. And you own the trucks, (Right) you maintain 
the trucks (Right), ah, when you get to the store, it's 
already been predetermined how much shelf space you get, is 
that a negotiation between these other, the sales rep and 
the store owner? 
DL: The sales rep and the store owner or the head of the store 
unit, like Tradewell we get it all allocated from the office. 
Now they'll let their managers change it to a certain extent. 
Kroger will not, they send out a plan - o-gram tells exactly 
where they want our product, how many feet we get, depending 
on the size of the store, absolute predetermined. But a 
good sales rep will get more space and he'll get things 
displaced. This is the extra nickel, that big display. Right? 
BS: Then, ah, it's up to the sales rep to determine which of your 
products goes in the, or you? 
DL: No, it's up to us, the company, not me, I agree with the company. 
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But we, we target it. We figure that every housewife gives 
our whole department about 8 seconds so we better have our 
best items where they do the most good. So in the middle of 
our department, if we've got 8 feet, if you got up to the 4 
foot mark we put oreos ••• (end side 1) (begin side 2) 
We figure the traffic flows we put our fudge or chocolate 
varieties, those are next in line, we put our nilla wafers on 
top and we put our heavy items which are Ritz, premiums, 
graham crackers, and sometimes nilla wafers, wheatsworth, 
on the bottom. This is the bay, this is where you get the 
big volume. This is where you get the turnover. Eighty-four 
percent of our merchandise is impulse. We figure that Mrso 
Housewife may have on her list crackers instead of bread, but 
outside of that we'll have to sell her with the package we've 
got on the shelf. It's impulse. 
BS: So, what decision does a sales rep make? 
DL: He determines how much to put on a shelf. He, he also sells 
to the man that owns the store to get more space and he 
continually sells to get a big display in the first of the 
shopping cycle up front in the store. And it's his job to 
keep the merchandise rotated, keep it fresh, keep it saleable. 
Every week we _find package after package where some kid broke 
open, ate some of it, threw the package away. We give the, 
the retailer we give him credit for that. So our sales, 
salesmen, we got over 2500 sla esmen in this cnuntry. Nobody 
has a salesforce like that. 
BS: Is this basically the sales procedure that has been followed, 
as far as you know, from the time you 
DL: Since you mention, the only change prior to our having it 
in packages we had it in boxes about that big a square, 
cardboard, bulk, and we used to put a brass cover over them 
with a glass. Now you're not old enough to remember that but 
when I went to the store with my dad, he paid the bill once a 
month they'd open that up and you could have a couple cookies 
out of there. They were bulk underneath. And when I started 
with this company we had those but we called them cues. It's 
a regular box of bulk cookies that had the cover over it 
which we sold the man for a quarter, which they're worth a 
hundred and fifty bucks today - if you can find one, antique. 
And we used to take windex and clean the glass on them and 
sell them cues of fig newtons, fig jumbles, oreos, lornadunes, 
like that. Now you sold them by the pound. Then we went to 
packageing. That made it more sanitary, fresh longer, longer 
shelf life, the whole, whole thing. We could use different 
shortening. We use a lot of coconut oil because it takes a 
long time for it to get rancid. It's a preservative, an 
inexpensive preservative. (pause) 
BS: And that coconut oil is both in terms of in the, 
DL: In the product and on the top of it. 
BS: But also in the chocolate as well. Or is that some other kind 
of 
DL: We don't use it in the chocolate. No, we go with a wax there 
where we, where we've got a fudge. Now we're the only company 
on the market today mass producing pure chocolate merchandise. 
But we only have it in the wintertime, we don't have any now. 
You can't, you can't put it on the truck. It'll melt before 
it gets there when it's pure chocolate. We've got some 
fudge that melts enough so, ah, you know, (chuckles) it's 
tough enough with that let alone the pure chocolate. 
BS: Now surely there are regional or national, ah, regional 
differences in what you want on the shelf (Absolutely) and, 
ah, (Absolutely) Does that mean that there's, ah, a 
consistent, ongoing burden on someone in your position to 
really know from your sales reps what's going on out there? 
DL: Absolutely. When you move south from here nilla wafers are 
big, big, big. Now we don't call them vanilla wafers. Ours 
are Nill, n-i-1-1-a, because we don't put vanilla in it. (Oh) 
Everybody else does but that gets rancid in a hurry. So we 
don't put vanilla in there. So we don't call them vanilla 
wafers. Everybody else does but we don't. Even the people 
that buy ours sc1.y, "Oh, those are vanilla wafers." That's 
what we intend for them to be but they're not vanilla wafers. 
From here south it's a big item. You get up east and up in 
the Maine area wrere you get a lot of lobster, we sell a lot 
of Royal Lunch. You couldn't give them away around here. Ah, 
you get farther out west you get Dandy oyster Crackers to 
sell. We've got a green graham cracker out by a Green limie, 
it's in a green box out at Denver. It's made different than 
ours and it's a big item in that area. And there's some other 
unique pieces around here and there. Some seatoast and so 
forth that we have in different markets. However, when it 
comes to the top of our line and, and we get about, ah, about 
what, 61 or 62 percent of our sales out of 21 varieties and 
packs. And we're talking about Ritz, premiums, Wheatsworth 
which is a fairly new item, Waverly Wafers, Escort, ah, nilla 
wafers of course, and then you get into the waffle cream, fig 
newton and we got an apple newton that has become very, very 
popular the pinwheels, and the oreos, and the chips ahoy. 
Lornadounes is one we've had since, since God was a boy, and 
we sell 200 of them a month. It doesn't make any difference 
whether it rains or shines, we just sell so many and that's 
it. When the old folks that are eating it dies off (laughingly) 
another one will pick it up. 
those deals. (laughs) 
(still laughing) 
(pause) 
It's one of 
BS: Do you handle your own financial accounts? Or does somebody, 
when you sell something to Kroger, the check come in here? 
DL: Oh, you bet. And then we put it in the bank and then it, it, 
it goes from there to Hinsdale. And anything we pay here I 
approve it. 
BS: Hinsdale, Michigan? 
DL: Hinsdale, Illinois. Up above Chicago. 
BS: Oh, OK. 
DL: And, ah, the fellow that runs that up tl'Ere, he was my OM 
in Charleston for years. Fine young man, I have no trouble 
with him at all. He moved along very well and he's, ah, a 
good green ink man, accounting, has a degree in accounting, 
no CPA but a degree in accounting. But anyway, anything 
that we take in we get the dollars here, we take it to 
First Huntington Bank and where it goes from there or 
how it goes, I don't know, but it goes on up to Hinsdale 
and anything that 1 buy around here or get the grass cut 
or any little odds and things that we pay around here up to 
a certain so thousand dollars or something, ah, we buy it 
or I have the OM buy it and paper and towels and all that 
anyway I approve it and it goes up there and a check comes 
right out for it. That's the way you operate. We do care, 
we, we, we carry petty cash, oh, a couple hundred dollars or 
something. If I've got a new sales rep and he's going to be 
out a week, for expenses or something I'll hand him a hundred 
bucks so he doesn't spend his money, this sort of thing. 
BS: But basically you are a, a, a branch of a regional office of 
some sort and they handle all the real accounting? 
DL: (clears throat) They handle all the accounting in Hinsdale 
for the entire United States. We've got a tremendous center 
there. 
.t:. I 
BS: And they are the one then that generate the paperwork that 
tell you how you're doing relative 
DL: No, no. That comes back down through my division and my 
regional people. That comes down through that as far as 
how we're doing at the branch level and how our costs are 
and our percentage of ov, overtime and all that. They just 
take care of the money in Hinsdale. I probably missed your 
question there but as far as our efficiency is, is concerned, 
we fill out a lot of forms here all the time they go in the 
division, they evaluate them and then back to us what's 
happening in the division. 
BS: Let's run through that organizational chart a second. Where 
is divisional or division? 
DL: Division is right above me. (sound of riffling papers in 
background) 
BS: In terms of geographic location? 
DL: Hamilton. Hamilton, Ohio . 
BS: Oh, OK. 
DL: Mmm hmmo 
BS: And where do they go from there? 
DL: Ah, regional, to Chicago. 
BS: And then to? 
DL: World Headquarters. (To New Jersey?) And for two months we've 
had this. We've got a regional right here. That's the 
organizational chart right there. (Stops riffling through papers.) 
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(pause) 
BS: Pardon the long pause here. 
are fascinating. 
(That's alright) These things 
DL: Mmm hmm. That's a real simple one. I like that one. 
BS: It is. 
DL: They've got some more complicated ones but this one gets 
directly to what you want to know. 
BS: OK. 
DL: It goes from who towho and where the buck ends. That's 
is what we all want to know. Isn't it? 
BS: So in, in terms of understanding your own profit picture and 
in terms of seeing that cookies are paid for, the product 
is paid for 
DL: Mmm hmm. That's our responsibility, getting the money in 
for the product. Anytime we have somebody out here that 
beats u& and every once in awhile they do, I've got letters 
to answer. And it's, it's my ultimate responsibility to tell 
the salesman whether they can have credit or not. That rests 
on my shoulders. And if we lose it we lose it. Last year we 
lost an account 8000 bucks, but you know it's, with the 
dollars we do that wasn't too bad. And my company won't 
press it. The.y won't go pushing. They w::,n't get up there 
and try to get the money, cause it's more costly to do that. 
But we make the ultimate decision. What I try to do here is 




you think? We've known Charlie Brown for 5 years. He's been 
rocking along, he isn't doing to well. Should we give him 
another week?" Usually it's that last week you give him he 
goes broke. Then whatever he owes you at that time you're 
hooked with it. OK? (OK.) But we make that ultimate 
decision here. When it comes to profit, I don't know 
exactly how much profit this branch makes. The only thing I 
know is what the company breaks in the way of profit for the 
year because I get the annual report. and our profit picture's 
about 3-9-7, 3 point 97 which is almost 4 percent which is a 
fabulous profit for a corporation like this. I mean, it's a 
well-run corporation, no question about that. When you're 
looking at a grocery store like Kroger they make 8 tenths of 
1 percent net profit, 8 tenths of 1 percent. Of course that's 
tremendous volumeo But we do 6½ billion, that's with a "b". 
When you, you mentioned you came from 7th Avenue to here and 
was this, you say the third or fourth location, I foret, is 
that what you said? 
No, no. That was the first one over the:e but we had, we'd 
expanded the building three times. 
Oh, OK. 
DL: Alright? 
BS: Then, ah, if you wanted to expand, you know not want to, if 
you needed (oh yes) to expand is what I'm saying, if it was 
legit in terms of business decision, you then need to convince? 
DL: Branch Buildings in East Hanover. 
BS: That's right directly 
.:;u 
DL: I go through my DSM, yeah, right. I'd go directly to my DSM 
and he'd say, 'Hey, take it to Branch Building'. 
BS: And? 
DL: And then I'd call them up up there, Lou Gosh is the man's 
name I've known him a long time and I'd start to negotiate 
with him. I'd say, 'Hey, we've taken on more territory, we 
got more dollars, we've got 20,000 square feet out here we 
need and: her 10." 'OK. I'll send a guy down to look at it.' 
Cause everybody protects his own little niche, mmm hmm • 
. They'll come down and we negotiate, we've got enough land here 
and one of these days we'll do that. Since I've been here 
now we cemented the entire lot out back. This is a brand new 
building and the black top folded up. That was a matter of, 
what, 30 or 40 thousand dollars. So you have to go through 
Branch Buildings, but I mnvinced them we needed it. We were 
losing gasoline out of the trucks, we needed a fence out around 
fue back here. That took about one phone call for me to get 
that accomplished. He says, "Go buy a fence." Right? These 
are branch building things, that's the reason. I am the sales 
manager, in charge of anything that goes on in this branch 
but I have to do it within the frame work of the corporation. 
BS: In fact there's 
DL: There's lots of things to think about. I don't have just 
selling oreos out here. The guy that's dog gone brand manager 
in New York or East Hanover as it were, all he's got to think 
about is his little group that he's worried about here. Right? 
That's his problem. But out here in the Branch, and I 
wouldn't want it to be any other way, there are other people 
whereby the operations manager has presidence over the branch 
manager in certain things that operate out there. Then I 
don't get the merchandise delivered when I w nt it if I, if 
it, if the authority is taken away from me, and I like that. 
I'm either going to the head cookie here or we're not going 
to go. Now it wouldn't be so if the company decided otherwise 
but that's the way it is. (s 1 ight pause) 
BS: Now I'm assuming then trat as long as your profit picture is 
solid, you can increase or decrease your labor force at your 
discretion? 
DL: Oh, absolutely. Course, they're after you to decrease it all 
the time, the company basic, you know, like, oh, that's par 
for the course, overtime and zip, that's it. Right? They 
want everything done for nothing. There's only one person, 
perfect piece of equipment we have around here, there's no 
overtime, you don't have to spend anything on energy, it 
runs consistently, and you don't have to negotiate a contract 
and that's that skateboard we have out there we call rollers. 
That's the only thing around here that goes for ndhing. Do 
you follow me? 
BS: But, you do make those decisions? 
DL: Absolutely. 
BS: Can you make decisions in terms of the fleet? 
DL: Oh, yes. The truck fleet? 
BS: Yeah. 
DL: Absolutely. 
BS: You're in, totally in charge of that as well? 
DL: Well not totally. You have to negotiate it you know we 
have 107 places like this in the United States. They're 
not going to let me go out and buy a truck. They send the 
truck to me. I have to tell them I need it. 
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BS: Oh, I see. And they have like a finite budget annually and, 
and you bid with some other brance for your share. 
~ DL: For my share, that's right. And I have to, I have to 
vendicate what I utilize. I've got two trucks now that we're 
going to retire. Well, I'm negotiating for two new ones. Up 
to this point I've got one new one coming. But I've got 
enough business that I can vendicate the other one so I'll 
get two of them. Cause we got a fleet of eight trucks and I 
want to keep it that way. (pause) 
BS: Umm, let's see. Talk a little bit, if you can, about the 
impact of the general business cycle on your company, and go 
back to, say when you, (Nineteen, ••• ) 35 years you've been here? 
DL: Right. 
BS: Ah, we went through some fairly rocky times in the late 50s as 
a nation, 60s were generally pretty good, a couple of 
recessions in the 70s and then a pretty serious one here in 
the last 4 or 5 years, 3 years. 
DL: The only time we were in trouble was in 1958. The company 
almost lost it. Most big companies like this have enough 
momentum to tide them over and through some mismanagement, 
and at that particular time, I was not in management in 1958 
and I didn't see any bigger picture than out thereon the 
territory, that's all I had to worry about now was doing fine 
for me. But our stock went to the dickens and business was, 
ah, good but, ah, our profit was wrong. We didn't have the 
right mix. I don't, ah, it's my feeling we didn't have·the 
right brand managers up there costing the product out so we 
made the proper profit. Nothing wrong at the retail end. 
Nothing wrong with my salary and commission. But the 
company was on very, the cash flow became bad. Since that 
time we've evened it out and this last, this depression we've 
had now, which was the most severe since that time . We didn't 
lay anybody off. We didn't have any problem making more units 
from one year to the next. I'm not talking dollars. We go 
7, 8 percent every year with an increase in price you've got 
more dollars. I'm talking about units handled. That's what 
counts. 
BS: And that continued to in:rease company-wide or were you 
talking branchwide? 
DL: Yes, yes. Companywide. 
BS: Companywide. 
DL: Not every individual branch but companywide. Ours was very 
little. We had three-tenths of a percent increase, but we 
had an increase. 
BS: Yeah, that's better than a decrease . 
DL: And at 16 percent unemployment. The most in the United States, 
we're still the most in the United States, and I just put on 
a scies rep. We got to the place where I can have an extra 
one around here so if one drops dead I've got one to throw 
in his place. That wouldn't indicate poverty would it? 
BS: No, that's not what that would suggest. 
DL: (Inaudible) automobile that you have to go 
out and pay 10,000 for a car. My golly, weekly alone it's 
about 65 to 70 dollars for fringe benefits. 
BS: Per employee? 
DL: Per employee. If we paid a man, and we pay them a lot more 
than that, but if we paid him 10,000 a year, the company figures 
it costs 25,000 to maintain that man. (pause) If he does 
nothing except I tell him to go help this guy or help tra.t guy. 
Right? OK. 
BS: So someplace somebody's doing a whole lot of cost accounting 
aren't they? I mean they really 
DL: Cost accountants, we've got dandys. We've got auditors that 
come in here and audit me once a year to see that I'm running 
this place straight, that nobody dipped into the funds, which 
is a difficult thing to do but it's happened, we've been 
taken. My shrinkage out there is less than half of one 
percent, and I darn sure better keep it that way. Ours is 
a point three five and as long as we're under half a percent 
we're alright, nobody's going to fuss. These are the things 
you have to watch by overtime. No problem with overtime. And 
you can look right down the list of our branches andour 
divisions and those that are non-union are easier as far as 
overtime is concerned cause you don't have all these rules to 
go by, you see. Now I'm not opposed to that union thing. We 
had to have that to get it down to a five day week. But it 
does put restrictions, on you. 
BS: Let's talk a little bit about labor. 
DL: Alright. 
BS: Ah, do you need any people that could legitimately be called 
skilled salary wage earners? Other than to say operating ••• 
DL: The sla es reps? 
BS: No, not the sales reps, no. Let's talk, the people that are 
going to use a fork lift or . . . 
DL: That, that's the extent of it, in our operation. However I 
do have a working forman out back that's a!:harp individual 
that keeps his warehouse rotated, knows how to get the most 
out of a forklift to get it off the semis. And, he has the 
ability and I would say that he'd have to be a little better 
trained to know when to send the trucks over to have them 
fixed. We PMI them, preventative maintenance. And this sort 
of thing and I leave him to that. I've got an operations 
manager, he happens to be on vacation this week. But I got 
a man out back that he watches to see that the oils changed. 
The drivers come in they're all yacking at him all the time, 
when they come in, our deliverymen, because he's back there, 
he's got his office back there. He does a good job handling 
them. So that I see that he gets a littl~ dollar more. Not 
a dollar per say but he gets more money than the driver does 
and the driver is the highest paid man we have in the back, 
warehouseman makes less. 
BS: So you really, I really don't want to make it sound like 
I'm accepting a West Virginia sterotype, but on a National 
level we have a lower educated workforce than many other 
areas (True.) but that does not seem to impact on your 
business. 
DL: Not at all. 
BS: The people have enough education (Oh, absolutely) to do what 
needs to be done here? 
DL: The fact of the matter is I found some people with less 
education that it's born in that they have better judgement 
for some reason. Maybe they aren't bothered by current 
events (chuckles) and so forth. I don't know what it, what 
happens. But I've seen some of them out here that, ah, that 
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does an excellant drive job of driving a truck, keeping his 
rear view mirrows adjusted, keeping it clean in the cab of 
his truck and his good judgement out there on the road. Cause 
we trust them with a truck all day. We don't look over his 
shoulder. He collects a lot of money every day, they do an 
excellant job and yet I've had some that couldn't figure a 
1% cash discount. Even if you give them a computer or calculator. 
BS: Now your sales reps are a different kind of person? 
DL: Ah, absolutely. They m,e to be competetive. I think they're 
born to be that way. I've got 13 that work here for me. 
I've got 8 sales reps. I got 13 bodies. They got to be 
competetive. They got to be enthusiastic. And anymore I 
can hire them all day long with a BA degree, it's not a 
problem. It's not a problem, not a problem at all. Now a 
couple of my people here that I'd like to move ahead do not 
have a degree and it's going to be difficult for them, even 
with my pushing them. Now they have-to come through this desk, 
whoever's sitting here. Cause all the people that are hired 
in this sales organization accross this country are hired by 
guys like me. The DSM above me, he just approves what I hire. 
He doesn't hire anybody. We hire them all. We're the top in 
the office, whether it's out in the back or it's in here. Now 
I let the OM hire all those people out there. 
them over. 
BS: Have you ever had a female sales rep? 
But I look 
DL: I got one in the group now. I'd rather not comment on how 
she does her job. 
BS: OK. 
DL: She's just a fine young lady. 
BS: As a company, are there any problem with that? 
DL: Yep. All the time. We were one of the first to believe in 
trying to, to get, ah, the blacks, the hispanics, the females, 
and blend them into our group. Now we tried to go with the 
quotas that the government wanted, we've done our best. And 
I tell you, it's the most difficult thing to keep them. Get 
them trained and get a good one, everybody's looking for the 
same thing. I had one female here that was exceptional, 
excellant. So, Kraft steals her. I had anotrar one here for 
goodness sake and she was sharpe and she got out and saw the 
outside world so she's in a fitness program, bought one of 
these, these, ah, places with the muscle bit. What is it? 
Nautilus. Right? Fine young lady, tremendous. She could 
have moved up, she could have had my job in 5 years time, one 
like mine at any rate. We need them that badly. If we're 
going to conform with what the government wants. But I don't 
believe in that. I don't think they belong in our business. 
There are to many supermarket managers out there that pet the 
pinches. Right? 
BS: Well I would think that there'd be a, a problem. 
DL: Bad situation, bad situation. But we've tried. 
BS: Has the company gotten in legal scrapes with, not with the 
women but with the Feds over the fact 
DL: We did on one occassion but not because we didn't hire our 
quota. It's because some branch manager inadvertently took 
some applications of some people at a branch down south from 
here and made little notes along the edge. Inocently, good, 
white, black. 
BS: But ignorantly? 
DL: That's right. And this was a while ago. Nobody knew the 
difference. We had done that for years prior to that. It 
was our files wasn't it? And we paid, we paid three people 
18 months wages that never worked for us. They got off the 
hook pretty light really. 
BS: Mmrn hmm. 
DL: But I'll tell you what, I've been around this company like I 
said 35 years and I was in the service, worked for White 
Tower up in Dayton and had some, you know, worked in a 
filling station in high school, and through college I served 
some beer to some guys that were better off than I was, really. 
But I have, ah, I've yet to see anybody that thinks there's 
any fairer company that this one, in the food business. Well, 
we're not our own little company, (chuckles) we're looking at 
a great big company here. I could spend all afternoon and 
tomorrow with you, nobody's goint to, I don't have to account 
for my time. Where are you going to find a deal like that today? 
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BS: Yeah. That's nice. I agree. 
DL: I, I took two guys today and went to lunch in Charleston to 
a Kiwanis meeting. Now they want me to be part of the 
community and do that, I'm Lt. Govenor for Kiwanis this 
year, see. So I've got to go around all these clubs. Well 
it took more than an hour for lunch didn't it. I start at 
10:30, got back at 2. All I do is tellmmy girl where I'm 
going, that's it. And I don't restrict the slaes reps. If 
they've got dental appointments in the afternoon the only 
thing I like to know during a workweek if they're out there 
supposedly working, I want them to let me know only because 
of the company car. They're going to use that car and if 
they're going to be off the territory we've got insurance 
restrictions but as long as I know where it is during the 
workweek, it can go anywhereo Now on their own time, that's 
different, and anybody in their family, immediate family, 
legilly licensed can drive the company car when it's not 
being used for company business. {pause) 
BS: Let's talk, ah, gee, we're going to run out of time here in 
a minute, talk a little bit about diversification of the 
compan~ (OK.) Are you handling all of the candies and all 
that stuff? 
DL: No sir, just crackers and cookies. 
BS: That's all you're dealing with? 
DL: The Babyruth, Butterfinger, Lifesavers, Planters Peanuts, ah, 
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Royal, all that, all seperate companies. I gave you a list 
of what we have here (OK.) and the only thing we have here is 
crackers and cookies. That's all we have. 
that's all we need to handle. 
(OK.) And we, 
BS: I was going to say, it would get to be real burden. 
DL: And this is the only part of our operation that is really 
antiquated is this end of the business. The rest of it is 
all through brokers, etcetera. We've got an odd situation 
right at the moment that's a real problem. We've got 
about 5 or 6 people from Nabisco Brands, Inc. calling on 
the same stores, that should be down to 3 people anyway. Now 
we haven't decided how to blend it in yet so, we only purchased 
Standard Brands 2 years ago. (Mmm hmm) And we'll eventually 
blend that in. We've had a lot of changes since Standard 
Brands, most of them positive, most of them positive. But they 
haven't touched the biscuit division. We're 35 percent of 
the business and, I forget, 50 or 60 percent of the profit. 
But, they're not going to disturb us, we're not orphans. We're 
very profitable to the company. Crackers and cookies are, the 
only trouble is crackers and cookies, and to get back to that 
question you asked a while ago as to how our business has 
been, cracker and cookie business has been fairly flat for 
15 years. No big increase like other things, dog food for 
example, pet foodso Cereal, dry cereal same thing, flat. 
' BS: And that's where or why we got this? 
DL: Yeah, we had to. Hey we had Aurora Toys, that wasn't us. 
Aurora was a bad deal for us. We got J.B. Williams, you 
know, with Aqua Velva. 
BS: Oh, OK. 
DL: Roosevelt, huh? We divested ourselves of that. That's not 
our forte. We've got some other things in there that we've 
got rid of. Like, like, ah, ah, Chase & Sanborn Coffee. We 
have, we've got, you know, we've got Moose Head beero You 
think we haven't had letters as to why Nabisco Brands, (clears 
throat) they consider us the Bible Belt company, carrying 
around a Bible with a ribbon in it - and we buy a beer 
company! - yeah, we got some old people out there that own 
stock think that's terrible. B & B over here don't handle 
beer, Tradewell, they don't handle beer. (Mmm hmm.) It's 
a tight community. Everybody drinks as much they just want 
to be hypicritical about it that's all, it's no big deal. 
(laughs) 
BS: So that at this point diversification has had little real 
impact on the functioning of this branch? 
DL: None. Well, none would be a poor term. Like I said, we've 
changed our hospitalization plan, we've got a little different 
dental plan, we've a few things like, ah, ah, I can request 
it now and get money for a bowling team, if you call these 
changes. As far as the distribution of our product and the 
way we conduct our business buscuitwise, none. 
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BS: OK. 
DL: We still do it on a profitable basis. We still got the sales 
rep putting it on the shelf, we deliver it on our trucks and 
that has remained the same - absolutely. For 35 years 
(laughingly) I know of. 
BS: OK. Let's bring you in this picture a little bit. 
DL: Alright. 
BS: Run through your career. 
DL: (clears throat) Well, I started out in Greenville, Ohio on 
a big farm as a country boy. And then of oourse I started to 
the University of Ohio, Norther University up at Ada, Ohio 
and then World War Two got meo When I got back I finished 
that up and then I took an accounting course at Miami-Jacobs 
College in Dayton just for accounting, ah, because I had a 
GI Bill. (Oh, OK.) I worked at White Tower, fried a few 
thousand hamburgers at 25 cents an hour and all I could eat 
till they lost money. Right? (clears throat) And when I 
finished that I was a supervisor for White Tower. They thought 
that I had some talent. And I got tired of trying to fry 
hamburgers in one place, we had six stores, and was~ the dishes 
in another because the little girls from down in Kentucky, 
this was in Dayton, Ohio, didn't come in to work because they 
had other things to do. And I asked the Nabisco man if they 
had any jobs and he said they did and I said, "I'll take it." 
And I did. So I reduced my salary by about half to go to work 
BS: 
for Nabisco on a 5 day week from a 7 day a week job and I've 
never regretted it a day since. So, 35 years down the road 
ah, you know I could retire in anot:te:- year or two if I want 
to or I can stay till I'm 70; either way. It doesn't make 
any difference to the company. So I started out in Dayton, 
Ohio as a sales rep and worked 6 different territories in 8 
years. I thought I was either the best or poorest rep they 
had. They made me a special salesman. 
How big were those territories? I mean, 
DL: Well the territory, about the same as here. 
BS: ••• were they big enough to require your family to move? 
DL: Oh no, no, no. Right in the Dayton market. 
BS: Oh. Oh, OK. 
DL: Hey when you service stores, boy, you don't have a big 
territory. The last territory I had only had 9 stores. (OK.) 
I'm arms and legs all day long. Right? Then I'm a special 
salesman which is the way we promote people and that's when 
they come into a branch like this and help you with your reps 
by working with them a week and then report to me as to what 
the man's doing. Then I went from that to an account manager 
which handles people on a little higher level than the grocery 
store. You go to the headquarters of Tradewell rather than to 
the store manager. So this gives you personnel experience. 
This gives you, ah, calling on stores, ah, you know, at the 
higher level. That qualifies you to do this job. And I've 
...,.., 
been a Branch Man-ager since 63. 
BS: So, •.• 
DL: I was a branch manager in Charleston. I consolidated 
Huntington and, or Wheeling and Clarksburg and put it in 
Belair, Ohio and came back hereo And to show you the heart 
of a big corporation, I was up in Belair could've had that 
branch. I own 225 acres in Lincoln County south of Charleston. 
I've got a daughter that's married and lives in Charleston. 
My boy's in Pheonix, Arizona he was going to WVU at the time. 
The man that was here, I had known for years, died of cancer. 
The company had moved me up there at no little ammount of 
expense, called me up and said, "Hey, we know you got your 
daughter over in Charleston, 42 miles. You got a farm out 
in the country with a couple of ponds and a couple of horses 
standing out thereo You want the branch in Huntington?" 
And moved my fanny down here and paid the billo (clears throat) 
BS: That's called "keeping the loyal loyal" isn't it? 
DL: I don't know what it is. I don't know what it is but, ah, 
that's not just that they would've · done that for me. They 
wouldLve done that for anybody else. But this is the kind of 
an outfit it is really. It really is. 
BS: Looks to me like we've got 10 seconds if we're lucky, you 
want ••• 
DL: Well, let's give 'em a station break and v-B 're gone. 
BS: (laughs) Well, (end of tape) 
